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Fairtrade Australia & New Zealand commissioned this report by the Climate Institute to better understand the extent to which climate change is impacting coffee production globally. It is hoped that insights gained from this report will lead to greater engagement, from the coffee industry and consumers, with key initiatives that aim to protect this valuable commodity, and the millions of livelihoods it supports around the world, for future generations.
Coffee is a key global crop and the second most valuable commodity exported by developing countries, worth around US$19 billion in 2015. Worldwide, around 2.25 billion cups of coffee are consumed each day. Nearly half of all Australians drink coffee regularly. The coffee market is growing, but faces big challenges coming up fast:

- There is strong evidence that rising temperatures and altered rainfall patterns are already affecting coffee yields, quality, pests, and diseases—badly affecting economic security in some coffee regions.
- Without strong action to reduce emissions, climate change is projected to cut the global area suitable for coffee production by as much as 50 per cent by 2050. By 2080, wild coffee, an important genetic resource for farmers, could become extinct.
- Leading global coffee companies, such as Starbucks and Lavazza, publicly acknowledge the severe risks posed by climate change to the world’s coffee supply. Consumers are likely to face supply shortages, impacts on flavour and aroma, and rising prices.
- In the next few decades, coffee production will undergo dramatic shifts—broadly, away from the equator and further up mountains. Production will probably come into conflict with other land uses, including forests.
- Rising CO₂ levels may boost the growth and vigour of the coffee plant, but there is no guarantee this ‘fertilisation effect’ will offset the risks imposed by a more hostile climate.
- Most of the world’s 25 million coffee farmers are smallholders. Alone, they have little capacity to adapt to a hotter world in which climate and market volatility conspire against them.
- Over 120 million people in more than 70 countries rely on the coffee value chain for their livelihoods.
- Many countries where coffee exports form a main plank of the economy are also amongst the most vulnerable to climate risk. Honduras, Nicaragua, Vietnam, and Guatemala, for instance, rank in the top-10 for climate-related damages since the 1990s.
- Climate change is likely to significantly increase the burden on the health and wellbeing—physical and mental—of coffee producers, labourers, and communities, with consequences for productivity.
- Crop adaptation strategies include developing more resilient production systems, diversifying crops, and shifting plantations upslope. The global trend, however, is towards intensification as producers seek to lift yields at the expense of more complex and carbon-rich landscapes. Ultimately, climate change is likely to push many producers out of coffee altogether.

For coffee drinkers keen to help, the first step is to learn about the challenges faced by coffee producers and communities, and about what organisations such as Fairtrade and others are doing to make a difference. Next, most consumers can now choose brands that are carbon neutral, guarantee a fair return to smallholder farmers and their communities, and help them build their capacity to adapt to climate change. Finally, people can demand action from all companies and their governments to ensure all products, businesses, and economies are carbon neutral or better.
Introduction

For many of us, it is hard to imagine life without coffee. From Rome to Melbourne to Seattle, the intensely aromatic beverage is both a delight and a daily essential for hundreds of millions of people, who together drink more than 2.25 billion cups of coffee every day. Coffee is the second most valuable commodity exported by developing countries. In only a few centuries since coffee drinking started on the Arabian Peninsula, coffee has been adopted into cultures worldwide and taken root in landscapes right around the equator.

The so-called ‘Bean Belt’ (Fig. 1 ‘Climate change around the Bean Belt’) comprises around 70 countries, the chief producers of which include Brazil, Vietnam, Colombia, Ethiopia and Indonesia. The livelihoods of more than 125 million people rely on a global trade worth over US$19 billion.

World production has more than trebled since the 1960s, consumption goes up by 5 per cent every year, and the industry boasts a strong potential for further growth. In Australia coffee recently supplanted tea as our lead stimulant-of-choice, with 46 per cent of us now enjoying it daily.

Market growth, however, risks being put into reverse in a rapidly warming world. In just a few decades, climate change could halve the area suitable for growing coffee and push production upslope and away from the equator, with far-reaching consequences.

Since 1850, the average global temperature has already risen by nearly 1°C. By 2100, the world is projected to warm by a further 2.6°C to 4.8°C in a likely scenario. This may sound like a small change but the consequences for global agriculture and development will be far-reaching, complex, and dire. Between 80 and 90 per cent of the world’s 25 million coffee farmers are smallholders—they are among the people most exposed to climate change. As the world warms, market and climate volatility will combine to cause problems for producers and consumers.

The evidence is now clear that climate change is already beginning to impact on coffee production, along with other key world crops. So clear, that leading companies, including Starbucks and Lavazza, as well as the International Coffee Organization, have publicly acknowledged the severity of the risks (Box 1).

Box 1. What are global coffee industry leaders saying about climate risk?

“What we are really seeing as a company as we look 10, 20, 30 years down the road—if conditions continue as they are—is a potentially significant risk to our supply chain… If we sit by and wait until the impacts of climate change are so severe that is impacting our supply chain then that puts us at a greater risk.”

Jim Hanna,
Director, Environmental Affairs, Starbucks

“We have a cloud hovering over our head. It’s dramatically serious. Climate change can have a significant adverse effect in the short term. It’s no longer about the future; it’s the present.”

Mario Cerutti,
Green Coffee & Corporate Relations Partner, Lavazza

“Changing climatic conditions and rising global temperatures pose one of the most significant threats to world coffee production.”

International Coffee Organization

COFFEE IS THE SECOND MOST VALUABLE COMMODITY EXPORTED BY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Climate change around the Bean Belt

Distribution of coffee production across the world. Highlighting worldwide and regional/country based impacts.

**World**
- **US$19 billion** in global coffee exports (p/a)
- **2.25 billion** cups of coffee consumed daily
- **125 million** livelihoods reliant on coffee
- **25 million** coffee farmers, mostly smallholders
- **70 countries** growing coffee

**Mexico & Central America**
- 8.5 million livelihoods reliant on coffee
- 17% of Nicaragua’s national exports
- Since 1960s: temperature has risen 1.0°C and rainfall has declined 15%
- 2050: substantial losses in growing area
- 2012/13 Coffee Leaf Rust outbreak caused:
  - Drop in production of 2.7 million bags
  - Crop damage equivalent to US$500 million
  - 350,000+ jobs affected

**Brazil**
- 1960–2011, Minas Gerais: hot spells and cold snaps
- 2014: drought destroys ½ crop
- 2050: substantial losses predicted

**Colombia**
- Wetter, warmer weather is seeing coffee leaf rust climb higher in the landscape
- Predicted rise of 2.5°C by 2060: 60% of agricultural land damaged

**Ethiopia**
- 33% of total national exports
- Temperature has risen by 1.3°C
- Predicted rise of 3.1°C by 2060 and 5.0°C by 2090
- Major shifts in coffee growing expected

**Mexico & Central America**
- 8.5 million livelihoods reliant on coffee
- 17% of Nicaragua’s national exports
- Since 1960s: temperature has risen 1.0°C and rainfall has declined 15%
- 2050: substantial losses in growing area
- 2012/13 Coffee Leaf Rust outbreak caused:
  - Drop in production of 2.7 million bags
  - Crop damage equivalent to US$500 million
  - 350,000+ jobs affected

**Vietnam**
- Climate now warmer and drier
- Seasons becoming more extreme
- 2050: substantial losses predicted
Grown predominantly in tropical highlands, Arabica coffee (*Coffea Arabica*) dominates global production, making up about 70 per cent of supply. Low-lying areas supply Robusta (*Coffea canephora*) destined mainly for the low-quality, instant coffee market. The yield and flavour of coffee, as well as pest and disease activity, are tightly linked to climate and weather, particularly temperature and moisture. Robusta is less heat-sensitive but Arabica performs best at 18–21°C. Above 23°C, the plant grows too fast and fruits too early, damaging bean quality, with plant health declining with prolonged warmer conditions. Even half a degree at the wrong time can make a big difference in coffee yield, flavour, and aroma. Around the Bean Belt, rising minimum growing temperatures, changes in rainfall patterns, and rising pest and disease incidence, are already making life harder for coffee farmers.

Ethiopia’s average annual temperature, for example, has risen by 1.3°C between 1960 and 2006. In Mexico, Guatemala, and Honduras mean temperatures have risen by as much a 1°C and rainfall has declined by up to 15 per cent since the 1980s. In Nicaragua, changes in rainfall since the mid-1990s have affected the flowering, maturation, and fruiting of coffee crops. Further south, in Brazil’s Minas Gerais coffee-growing areas, the number and intensity of hot spells rose significantly while cold extremes diminished between 1960 and 2011. In the last 50 years, yields in Tanzania, where 2.4 million people’s livelihoods rely on coffee, have fallen by about 137 kilograms per hectare for every 1°C rise in Arabica’s minimum temperature, or around 50 per cent since the 1960s.

EVEN HALF A DEGREE AT THE WRONG TIME CAN MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE IN COFFEE YIELD, FLAVOUR, AND AROMA. AROUND THE BEAN BELT, RISING MINIMUM GROWING TEMPERATURES, CHANGES IN RAINFALL PATTERNS, AND RISING PEST AND DISEASE INCIDENCE, ARE ALREADY MAKING LIFE HARDER FOR COFFEE FARMERS.
How is climate change affecting coffee pests and diseases?

In 2012, following unusually high temperatures and high-altitude rains, Central America was hit by a wave of Coffee Leaf Rust (*Hemileia vastatrix*). The plant disease spread quickly through highlands, affecting more than 50 per cent of the crop, with some Guatemalan producers losing up to 85 per cent of their crop.\(^1\) In Colombia, the fungus is being reported in mountainous regions previously too cool for it to survive.\(^2\) In 2012–13, crop damages amounted to around US$500 million with nearly 350,000 Central American labourers put out of work.\(^3\)

The Coffee Berry Borer (*Hypothenemus hampei*), a major pest originating in Congo but now seen around the Bean Belt, causes crop damage in excess of $US500 million annually.\(^4\) Since 2001, the borer, previously confined to crops below 1,500 metres above sea level, has spread upslope, drawn by hotter, wetter conditions in places like Tanzania, Uganda, and Indonesia.\(^5\) On Mt Kilimanjaro, the borer is now found 300 metres higher than where it was last century. Warming of 1–2°C will see the borer’s numbers explode, spreading outwards from the equator and upwards to higher altitudes.
How is climate change likely to affect where coffee is grown?

The coming decades are likely to see dramatic shifts in where and how much coffee is produced worldwide. Regional studies suggest rising temperatures could render much Mexican coffee unviable by the 2020s, and most of Nicaragua will lose majority of its coffee zone by 2050, and Tanzanian Arabica yields are projected to reach critically low levels by 2060.

According to a 2015 global study, hotter weather and changes in rainfall patterns are projected to cut the area suitable for coffee in half by 2050 across different emissions scenarios. The details differ markedly with locality, but the impacts are likely to be heaviest at low latitudes and low altitudes. Elsewhere, the predicted effects are still negative albeit less pronounced. Brazil and Vietnam—two of the biggest producers—appear set to experience substantial losses. Conversely, the climate of 2050 seems to favour some areas, particularly in the highlands of East Africa—as well as in Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, and the Andes. Before the century is out, however, conditions are set to become inhospitable for Arabica coffee in the wild in East Africa—its centre of origin (see Box 3).

Today, the CO₂ concentration in the air is 40 per cent higher than at any time for at least 800,000 years, and may double before 2100, unless emissions are cut. One recent two-year study suggests that extra CO₂ boosts coffee yields significantly. It remains unclear if and to what extent the CO₂ fertilisation effect might offset crop losses and little is known about how elevated CO₂ levels affect quality. Unfortunately, coffee farmers will have to operate not just in an atmosphere richer in CO₂ but a hotter, more hostile climate, characterised by more intense and frequent weather extremes. The geography of coffee is unlikely to be rearranged in a straightforward and orderly fashion. Instead, a warming world is a more erratic, less predictable one, characterised by more frequent and intense weather events, such as torrential downpours and droughts, as well as long-term climatic shifts.

As today’s suitable areas shrink, some producers will try to push further up the mountain, potentially bringing coffee into conflict with other land uses (Fig. 2 ‘Coffee Farming in a Changing Climate’) and driving migration out of coffee-producing countries. In Asia especially, any expansion of coffee is likely to come at the expense of tropical forests, pushing up emissions and accelerating the warming.

How vulnerable are coffee-exporting countries to climate risks?

Coffee is a key industry in many producer countries where it can account for a substantial part of export earnings, including Nicaragua (17 per cent), Ethiopia (33 per cent), and Burundi (59 per cent). If the risks to coffee production from climate change unfold more or less as expected, pushing yields and quality down, and causing upheaval in production areas, many countries face substantial economic damage.

Many coffee-exporting countries are also amongst the most vulnerable to climate risk. Honduras, Nicaragua, Vietnam, and Guatemala, for instance, rank in the top-10 for climate-related damages since the 1990s.
Coffee Farming in a Changing Climate

Weather becomes more extreme — worsening drought/heavier downpours, more frequent hot spells impacted coffee quality and yields
Farmers and workers are more exposed to heat related illness due to rising temperatures and more frequent heatwaves impacting health and productivity

Key coffee pests, coffee berry borer beetle and coffee leaf rust, spread upslope and into new areas

Risk of deforestation as coffee migrates upslope. Biodiversity may be lost, and emissions rise

What can consumers do to help?

- Some coffee companies, under pressure from consumers and realising the risks, are beginning to assist smallholders to adapt
- Choose brands that guarantee a fair return to smallholder farmers and their communities, helping them build their capacity to adapt to climate change
- Demand action from companies and governments

Climate vs Coffee Timeline

Since 1850
Global mean temperature 0.8°C

2050
Total global coffee growing area reduced by 50% 
Production moving away from equator & upslope 
Increased deforestation risk

2100
4.8°C hotter 
Wild coffee extinct

Coffee farming, Robusta starting in the lowlands and Arabica starting in the highlands move upslope and away from the equator
What are the risks to producers, workers, and their communities?

Agriculture is not simply crops and commodities, but the farmers, farmworkers, and those who rely on them. In poor countries, climate change has the potential to become a major driver of multiple risks to equity (see Box 2), health, and food security.\(^3\)

Most of the world’s 25 million coffee farmers are smallholders with little capacity to build greater resilience. For most, coffee is their main or only source of income. Whole regional communities are dependent upon their continued viability. In Mexico and Central America alone, the coffee supply chain employs about 8.5 million people, many of them indigenous, with the livelihoods of 4 million people wholly dependent on production for their livelihoods.\(^3\) Workers on coffee farms typically labour under hard conditions for low wages and poor job security.\(^3\) Wage slavery, forced labour, and child labour are widespread.\(^3\)

Many coffee communities are in a fragile economic position and seasonal hunger is common,\(^3\) worsened by extreme weather. More than 30 per cent of Guatemalans already suffer food insecurity—the highest proportion of any country.\(^3\) The recent outbreak of Coffee Leaf Rust in Latin America undermined already tenuous incomes and caused widespread job losses, leaving many to go hungry. High coffee prices alone do not guarantee better nutrition, especially if the cost of staple foods is also high, as they were in the late 2000s.\(^3\)

Box 2. Climate risks to gender equity in coffee regions

In many under-developed rural areas, women and girls are already disadvantaged, with stark inequities in power, labour, health and other areas. Climate change could drive another wedge into the gap between women and men. Female farmers tend to be denied the same access to market knowledge and new technologies, such as mobile phones, increasingly used to garner information on climate and weather. Where water access becomes even more difficult, women—who are often the traditional water carriers—may face a greater burden, with consequences for the health and education of their children. Men may be forced to migrate to new areas in search of paid work, further hampering the women left behind.

Coffee labourers in tropical countries are among those most exposed to heat strain and heat stroke—a situation certain to worsen.\(^4\) Ethiopia’s climate, for instance, is projected to warm by as much as 3.1°C by 2060 and around 5°C by 2090 under the most likely emissions scenarios produced by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.\(^5\) Vietnam is becoming both hotter and drier, with a more pronounced wet season.\(^6\) Hotter conditions are already cutting productivity in Asia and Africa.\(^7\) Warmer, moister conditions also favour the spread of mosquito-borne diseases like malaria.\(^8\) Drought, on the other hand, is associated with a deep and disturbing sense of failure, loss, powerlessness, heightened anxiety, stress, depression, and an increased suicide rate among farmers.\(^9\)
WORKERS ON COFFEE FARMS TYPICALLY LABOUR UNDER HARD CONDITIONS FOR LOW WAGES AND POOR JOB SECURITY. WAGE SLAVERY, FORCED LABOUR, AND CHILD LABOUR ARE WIDESPREAD.
What capacity do coffee farmers have to adapt?

Although some further warming is already locked in, the international community has set itself the goal of limiting it to under 2°C, if not 1.5°C. Even half a degree is likely to make a big difference in terms of risks to agriculture and other sectors. There is widespread agreement that warming beyond 2°C makes the task of adaptation and risk management much more difficult. As things stand, most coffee producers in developing countries are poorly prepared for even a 2°C world, let alone one of 3°C or 4°C.

Already, many are in a precarious position in an oversupplied market. Unrelenting price volatility hurts farmers, making it hard to plan ahead. As global warming stirs up climatic volatility it will exacerbate the price volatility that already plagues coffee farmers more than most. Despite progress, few growers are organised into co-operatives, and most lack the training, education, and time to implement optimal production strategies today, let alone prepare for climate change. Many have only poor access to credit, market information, and risk-management tools.

Already, coffee companies, recognising climate risks, are beginning to fund smallholder assistance programmes: in 2010, several leading companies set up the initiative for coffee & climate, in partnership with development NGOs and agencies, to provide farmers with training and tools to better respond to climate change. Many have only poor access to credit, market information, and risk-management tools.

Crop adaptation strategies include developing more resilient production systems, diversifying crops, and shifting plantations upslope. While farmers are generally resourceful and creative, their flexibility and resilience is not unlimited. Their capacity to grapple with change is tied to education, access to information, health, equity, food security, and other factors, some of which are beyond their control, such as global markets.

Box 3. What if wild coffee goes extinct?

A 2012 paper by scientists at Kew’s Royal Botanic Gardens looked specifically at wild Arabica coffee, suggesting that climate change could push it to extinction by 2100. In the Congo basin, where Robusta coffee originated, the wild plant may become locally extinct by 2050. Neither wild Robusta nor Arabica seem capable of weathering even middle-of-the-range climate change scenarios. Wild coffee plants form a storehouse of genetic resources that could prove vital in the development of new, drought- and disease-tolerant Arabica varieties—at the very time when coffee farmers need them most.

While some regions may see new opportunities, many producers will not be in a position to realise them. Migrating coffee plantations to new areas is not straightforward, not least because it takes several years for new plants to become productive. With some exceptions, smallholder farmers, particularly in Africa, are not well organised. Few are members of cooperatives and those that do exist are weak. Moreover, investment in research, development, and extension is meagre, with little knowledge sharing. Most coffee farms show low productivity, relatively poor management, and are slow to adopt best practices.

It usually takes decades for new and improved practices, and new crop varieties, to be developed and then adopted by farmers (Box 3). These long lead-times heighten the climate risk to coffee producers, especially given how fast the world is warming and new risks emerging. Smallholder farmers seldom have the wherewithal to simply pick up the farm and move somewhere else. Faced with declining profitability and land health, many may simply abandon coffee altogether.

As things stand, most coffee producers in developing countries are poorly prepared for even a two-degree world, let alone one of three or four.
What are the risks to biodiversity and carbon stores in coffee landscapes?

Traditional coffee farms are very rich in biodiversity. From the air the observer is hard-pressed to see the crop through the trees. Climate change, however, in tandem with global market instability, may make it much harder for many farmers to make a living. Many will have few options but to compromise practices that conserve natural resources as they struggle to turn a profit. And where coffee production is forced to move, it is likely to come into conflict with other land uses, including conservation. In Vietnam’s Central Highlands, for example, areas likely to become more suitable for production as the climate changes also contain nature reserves, which would have to be cleared to make way for new crops.

Around the Bean Belt, more and more coffee farms are intensifying production at the expense of traditional polycultures: improving profitability but becoming more dependent on fertilisers and other costly external inputs. Where coffee farms are abandoned they may be opened up to other uses, such as cattle grazing. The loss of complex coffee polycultures and forests is also likely to erode critical ecosystem services, including carbon storage and disease control. Coffee leaf rust, for example, is an airborne disease more easily spread through cattle pastures and other open spaces than through intact forest.

TRADITIONAL COFFEE FARMS ARE VERY RICH IN BIODIVERSITY. FROM THE AIR THE OBSERVER IS HARD-PRESSED TO SEE THE CROP THROUGH THE TREES.

What will climate change cost consumers?

Climate change will make planning ahead much more difficult for everybody in the coffee value chain, with companies and farmers forced to invest more to manage increasing uncertainty and risk. Beyond crop damage, there are significant climate risks emerging for key commercial infrastructure, including roads and shipping. It seems certain coffee companies will be obliged to pass on an ever-larger part of the cost burden to consumers.

Climate shocks can significantly affect the world market. In 2014, the Brazilian state of Minas Gerais, which produces around a quarter of the country’s coffee, faced severe drought and unusually high temperatures, cutting yields by about a third. It was reported that speculators were moving in on the market, anticipating higher prices. Looking ahead, it is hard to see how consumer prices cannot be anything but badly affected by the projected long-term decline in growing area and other impacts of a more hostile climate. More and more extreme weather events in major coffee-producing regions seem set to create supply shortages, and hotter conditions will impair flavour and aroma. Even instant coffee is likely to be hit hard in a world of 3°C or more.

If global warming is not reined in, taxpayers in countries like Australia will be expected to meet mounting overseas aid costs—projected to be an additional US$600 billion annually by 2050. Given the economic importance of coffee to many countries and the world, much is riding on how well climate risks can be reduced and managed. Otherwise climate related damage to the coffee industry will only compound pressure on aid budgets.

With warming of at least 1.5°C now seemingly inevitable, greater resilience and adaptive capacity in farming communities and supply chains is essential. While governments have agreed to limit global warming to under 2°C, the sum of all policy actions to date would still allow warming beyond this global guardrail.
For most coffee farmers, communities, and companies the consequences of unrestrained global warming are hard to imagine. Governments and companies that aim to avoid the economic, social and environmental costs of dangerous global warming, are recognising we need products, business models and economies with at least zero net greenhouse gas emissions.

Many companies and governments have begun to recognise the dangers of global warming—not least because of pressure from consumers and citizens—but their actions do not yet match the scale and urgency of the task.

However, the future for coffee and the world is not yet set. Several coffee companies have responded to customer demands for climate action, and many nations are making substantial efforts. Fairtrade, for example, has moved to ensure the production and supply chains for its Fairtrade Climate Neutral Coffee don’t add more heat-trapping greenhouse gases and that steps are taken to build safer, more resilient, more sustainable workplaces. Positive changes are brewing from above and below.

For coffee drinkers, the first step is to learn about the challenges faced by coffee producers and communities, and about what Fairtrade and others are doing to make a difference. Next, most consumers can now choose brands that are carbon neutral, guarantee a fair return to smallholder farmers and their communities, and help them build their capacity to adapt to climate change. Finally, people can demand action from all companies and their governments to ensure all products, business models and economies are carbon neutral or better.

WITH EACH CUP THEY DRINK, COFFEE LOVERS HAVE THE POWER TO HELP SMALLHOLDER FARMERS AND OTHERS WEATHER WHAT LIES AHEAD.
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